Choo Choo!

ALL ABOARD THE MOONEYTRAIN
We are excited to introduce our amazing prize giveaways and “BIG”
milestone prize draws. Cash giveaways along with amazing prizes will be
given away to our holders at random.
Our prize draw giveaways will also involve our community as they will be
able to vote on which giveaway prizes they would prefer.

TOKENOMICS

NAME: MOONEYTRAIN
SYMBOL: $MNYTRX
DECIMALS: 9
TOTAL SUPPLY: 1,000,000,000

DRIP

We don't TAX like everyone else, we DRIP® (Direct Reinvestment Plan)
All transactions have a 15% DRIP® with certain percentages going to marketing,
liquidity, buy backs, manual burns and reflections via AirDrops directly to all holders.
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SUMMARY
DRIP
The 15% DRIP consists of:
6% (BNB) to DRIP Wallet for Marketing &
Giveaways
3% redistributed to holders
6% goes to Pancakeswap LP

Automatic LP
6% will be automatically added to the LP in terms of
both BNB and MNYTRX in a 50/50 Ratio.
This will increase the price floor constantly and
keep holding values high.

Auto Rewards to Holders
3% redistributed to holders in MNYTRX tokens.
DRIP Wallet
6% to DRIP Wallet (Marketing/Prize Giveaways), will
be divided to below wallets.
Rewards Wallet
3% (BNB) of each transaction will go to the
Rewards Wallet for giveaways, & random
airdrops.
Rewards
Manual Airdrops to holders.
Prize Giveaways (physical products or crypto)
Marketing Wallet
3% (BNB) of each transaction will go to the
Marketing Wallet and being used for marketing
campaigns

Buy Back
Manual buy back on the dip decided by the team.
The reason why we do manual buy backs is simple.
Automatic buy backs can be sniped by bots and
with the manual buy back we have control on when
we buy back so we minimize the risk of bots sniping
and damaging the chart.

What is 3D Verification® ?
3D Verification® uses three contract scanners to
verify and test for bugs, leeks and vulnerabilities
helping us to keep your trades 100% safe as
humanly possible making sure we are all green to go.
How do GiveAways work?
A snapshot is taken a few hours (announced by
team in TG) before the giveaway (prize airdrop) will
start.
To be able to qualify to enter into our giveaway
prizes you must hold a minimum of $50.00 of
$MNYTRX tokens at the time of the snapshot.

Ownership Renounced?
No, we need to retain ownership in order to make
necessary adjustments to the token, such as fixing
bugs and updating new features in the near future.
Our contract only allows us to perform maintenance
tasks for the health and longevity of this project.
Burn
Manual burn determined by milestones reached and
the community votes.
Manual Burns will be announced. This will allow
control for a steady deflationary token that rewards
the holders over time when milestone market caps
are reached.
Having Automatic burns can be manipulated due
there being some very clever programmers using
tools that can pounce on vulnerabilities and destroy
the experience for all.
Train joke
How would you work out how heavy a whale is?
...noitats hgiew elahw a ot ti ekat dluow uoY

QUESTIONS?
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